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Abstract 
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' . 

Isotopes .of astatine lighter than mass 205 were studied at· the Heavy 

Ion Linear Accelerator by bo~bardment of 
1~5Re and ~87Re with 

20
Ne, using Si(Au) 

surface barrier detectors in on-line measurements. Mass number assignments of 

astatine. 201 through 196 ar~ based sm exci tat~on functions and on genetic rela-

tionships with polonium isotopes. Accurate alpha _energies are reported for 

204 196 202 . 194 
At through . At, for Po through Po, and for four light bismuth iso-. 

:_ . . 202 196 I 
topes. Half l1ves are g1ven for At through At, and for the bismuth 

isotopes.. Isomerism was detected in 202At, 200At, and l98At. 

* This work was performed under the. auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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l. Introduction 

Alpha active neutron deficient astatine isotopes have been previously 

studied by several i~vestigators1 ). The lightest isotope positively identified 

I dd . t. t 1 h t t t. 1 . · d t · 200At n a ~ ~on, -wo a p a groups v1ere en a J"ve y assJ.gne o . . . 

Because of the experimental techniques employed, shorter lived activities could 
.... 

not be observed. In some cases, branching ratios and details of electron 

·capture decay have been determined. 

Use of faster on-line techniques at the HILAC allows the study of yet 

shorter lived activities. Compared -with the 54 second half life reported for 

200 . 
, At, the present apparatus is capable of observing activities of less than a 

half second. In addition to accQ~ulating information on previously unkno-wn 

nucl~des, the study is of interest since recent studies have revealed isomerism 

in several ne~tron deficient isotopes of poloriium3' 4' 5) and emanation6). Theo-

retically, this isomerism could be associated -with the presence of the i 13; 2 

neutron level. 

We -were able to observe activities as light as 196At,, ·and isomerism 

in 202At. ·, _2 __ o_._oA·t' .· and 198At •. As a side product -we confirmed previous 

. • 202 . 194 . 
poloniQ~ results from Po to . Po.: 

. ~ 
I 

.I 

! 
. ' 
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2. . : Experimental 

The present work "'as done at the Heavy Ion JJinear Accelerator (HILAC) 

at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley. The apparatus was basically 
. .· ·~ 

the same as that of Macfarlane and Griffioen 7), and later of Siivola, with ~ 

few modifications (fig. 1). A beam of heavy· ions i-ias directed through a 

0.00015 inch nickel i-lindow on a·thin (< 2 mg/cm2 ) target. The reaction products 

recoiling out of the target were thermalized in a he~iQ~ atmosphere, swept in a 

jet through a 0.35 mm diS:m~ter nozzle, and collected on .a silver foiL The 

foil was mounted on a wheel which was flipped 180° by a solenoid, placing the 

activity in front of a Si(Au) surface~barrier detector (25 ~~2 ORTEC, 25 ~~2 

Nuclear Diode) . · The flipping rate was controlled externally, and could be 

varied to meet the demands of the experiment~ 
L 

The electronics consisted of conventional lm·l noise preamplifier, linear 

amplifier, biased amplifier and 800-channel pulse height analyzer. The analyzer 

was externally gated on between the .·beam bursts of the accelerator and was 

synchronized with the flipping wheel. 
. . 

For half life measurements, 100-channel segments of the analyzer memory 

were sequentally routed, eight successive spectra being taken at preset time 

intervals each cycle.· 

For accurate calibration of the·spectra a calibration source was placed 

in, front of the detector just behind the collector wheel (fig. 1). A hole was 

made in the i-iheel to expose the source to the detector in one of the ti-10 rest 

positions of the flipping i-iheel. Calibration and sample spectra were externally 

~: . 

,. 

.. 
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routed into different 400-channel memory segments.. This method allowed U:s to . 
. .. ·. . 

run both spectra simultaneo~sly without mixing them. 'The calibration standards 

are given in table 1. 

Beam energy selection was achieved by·degradation through a set of \ 

0. 00025 inch. aluminu.rn foils placed in front of the tar get (fig. 1) . Energies 
. I \ . 

were calculated using the r~nge energy relationship of Northcliffe·11). 
16 · .. 

The first runs were performed with an 0-beam on natural platinum. 

Hov;ever, this system was soon discarded in favor of the reactions 

According to the manufacturer (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) the isotopic com-
. . 

185 . . 187 187 
p'ositions of the targets were 96.66% ~e, 3.34% Re; and 96.7ojo · Re, 3-3% 

185Re, respectively. The targets (0.5 mg/cm
2

) were electrodeposited on 0.000075 

inch thick nickel foil. 

During the course of the study it was discovered that the collection 

efficiency depended considerably on the composition of the atmosphere in the 

target chamber. Introduction of small amounts (0.5 to lojo) of air increased the 

yield of astatine an order of magnitude. Since only relatively small changes 

• (< 25%) were observed in the yields of bismuth, polonium, and francium, we 

• conclude that the effect is connected to the hot atom chemistry of astatine . 
.. 

A more detailed study of the phenomenon 1 however 1 was beyond the scope of this 

~ · work .. Heliu.rn pressure in the target chamber 'Was kept at 1 atmosphere. 



· 3. ·. Results 

The informa·tion obtained for different isotopes and isomers includes:, 
... ' ' 

in genera:).., alpha decay energies, half lives, and excitation functions. · Three 

alpha spectra taken at different beam energies are given in figs. 2, 3, and 4. 

Excitation functions were measured both for astatine isotopes and their alpha 

active daughters. The mass assig~~ents of the new astatine isotopes were. 

mainly based upon their excitation functions and upon comparison with the 

excitation. functions of their respective polonium daughters. Of course, half.., 
/ 

life data and mass-energy systematics have also been considered. The excita-

tion functions are shown in figs. 5, 6,,and 7. The first one includes the 

excitation functions of astatine alone; the other ~wo show ·them together with 

the alpha active daughters. In addition to the maximtL~ yield energies, the 

excitation curves give a rough qualitative idea of the intensity relations. 

However, any comparison of the intensities must be done with great· care 

because of the variable pro~uct yields and finite collection time. 

A compilation of our results is given in tables 2, 3, and 4. In 

addition to·the astatine data we give our polonium results as a side product 

·to demonstrate the agreement between them and previous measurements. Wealso 

observed alpha peaks that we attributed to bismuth isotopes. Being grand-

daughters of astatine, the.bismuth peaks have two possible mass assignments 

each. 

.. ~ 

Ao>,; 

~ . 
. \ 
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. 3 .1. · Astatine-202 and Astatine-202m 

The alpha decay of astatine-202 has been studied by several investigators• 

' 

.... 

Forslfng et al. 13 ) used mass separation to show i:;_hat the two alpha peaks at 6.226 

and 6 .. 133 MeV belong to astatine-202. 2 HOFF et al. ) studied the natuxe of these 

peaks by alpha-garmna coincidence techniques. They failed to observe gamma rays 

·in coincidence with the alphas which led them to consider the possibility of 

isomerism. As they could not observe clear differences in the half lives of the ... · 

alpha peaks, they concluded that the isomerism is more likely to occur in the 

daughter) bismuth-198, than. in astatirle-202: 

·Our excitation functions support the assignment of the peaks to astatine-

202. However, systematic occurrence of isomerism iri the neighbouring isotopes, 

mass-energy systematics (fig. 8), and a careful study of the half lives indicate 

t~at the isomerism is in astatine-202. In table 5 we give results of a few half-

.life measurements from slightly different experimental conditions. They all 

indicate that the 6.133 MeV peak has somewhat longer half_life than the 6.226 

MeV peak. We assign the 6.133 MeV peak'to the ground state and the 6.226 MeV 

. peak to an isomeric state as this fits best in,the mass-energy systematics. 

3.2 Astatine-201 
2 . 

Our results confirm those of Hoff et al. ). 

3·3 Astatine-200 and Astatine-200m 

· HOFF et al. observed two alph~ peaks at 6.465 and 6.412 MeV with half 

lives of 0.9 minutes; they assigned them tentatively to astatine-200. Our 

~- excitation functions ·support this assignment. Within the experimental uncertain

ty ~e found the same half life, 42 seconds, for both. However, we observed an 

"'· 
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additional peak at 6.536 MeV.with a half life of4.y seconds. The excitation 
'• . . 

function· (figs. 5 and 6) shovlS :that this peak belongs to astatin~-200. We 

have assigned the 6.412 and 6.463 MeV peaksto the ground state (the 6.412 MeV ,. . 

peak is fine structure) and the 6~536 MeV peak to an isomeric state as this fits 

best in the mass-energy systematics (fig. 8). 

3.4 Astatine-199 

The peak at 6.638 MeV with a half life of 7·.2 seconds clearly belongs 

to astatine-199· Its excitation function follows those of poloniQ~-199 and 
. . I 

polonium-199m} and its alpha energy and half life are close to what can be 

expected from systematics. 
/ 

3-5· 4statine-198 and Astatine-198m 

The alpha peaks at 6.747 MeV with a half life of 4.9 seconds and at 

6:847 MeV with 1.5 seconds have excitation ~unctions similar to poloniQ~-198. 

We have assigned the former one to the gr~und state and the second one to an 

isomeric state,of astatine-198. Th~~ assignment is in good agreement with 

energy systematics. 

3.6 Astatine-197 

The peak a,t 6. 957 MeV with a half life of 0. 4 seconds belongs to 

·astatine-197- Its excl.tation function is similar to those of polonium-197 

and poloniQ~-197m} and it fits well in the energy systematics. 

3-7 Astatine-196 

In subsequent runs} an alpha peak at 7.055 MeV with a half life of 0.3 

seconds was. observed. The excitation function} shown in fig. 7 clearly follows 

. .. 

,.,· 

•· 
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that of poloniu.in-196 .. This assignment fits well with the. energy systematics • 

From comparison with neighboudng isotopes one vlould expect isomerism in 

poloniu.~-l96. We saw only one peak; a possible isomer is ~robably beyond our 

time threshold. 

The astatine isotopes lighter than astatine-196 have half lives too 

short to be detected with the present method. However, their alpha active 

daughters can be seen (figs. 2 and 7) ,which indicates that astatine isotopes 

as light as astatine-194 are produced. 
' ' 

Direct production of.poloniu.~ isotopes 

is unlikely ~ince the excitation functiol1S are so straightforward. Light 

astatine isotopes can be expected to have alpha active bismuth daughters. We 

have observed four alpha peaks in our spectra which we have assigned to bismuth. 

We lfst these activities and their possible mass assignments according to our 

data in table 4, along with the earlier reported values of Siivoli2). Inspec

tion of table 4 reveals a systematic.discrepancy between our work and Siivola's 

with our assignments tending to be ~ne mass number lower or three mass numbers 

higher than his. It seems clear, however, that the same activities are seen in 

both cases .. Further.work is in progress to resolve this discrepancy. 
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4. ·. Discussion 

. We are performing an extensive study in the region of neutron deficient 

isotopes of elements between bismuth and thoriu.rn. As a J?art of this study we 

have run excitation functions for nu.rnerous combinations of target and projectile. 
. ' 

In only a few cases have we obtained so simple and regular excitation functions 

: '185· 20 187 . 20 
as in the reactions Re + Ne and Re + Ne. We interpret this as indic-

ative of classical compound nucleus reactions predominating over competing 

processes. Accordingly, direct production of polonium should be negligible, 

and the excitation functions given in figs. 5 to 7 bind the assignments of 

astatine isotopes very tightly to those of poloniu.rn. The light poloniu.rn 

isotopesJ in turn, have been studied by s~veral groups, and at least three 

l~test reports.3' 4' 5) agree about their assignments. In a ;revious study
6) 

we were able to connect the assignments of light emanation isotopes to those 

of astatine and poloniu.rn. Preliminary results of. a restudy of light franciu.rn 

. isotopes confirm the assignmen-ts of ·Griffioen ~nd Macfarlane
14) and connect 

' ' 

the francium isotopes to emanation and astatine. Thus, we have an area- on 

the chart of nuclides where_ the assignments are. interconnected several ways. 

Figur~ 8 shows the systematic occurrence of isomerism in neutron defi-

cient iso·topes of elements above bismuth. The isomers are all in odd-neutron 

isotopes. In even-proton isotopes the isomerism can be uhderstood.in terms of· 
' . ' ' . ' 6 

the i 13; 2 neutron level as discussed in our previous paper). In the odd-

proton elements ,franciu.rn and astatine coupling beti-1een the odd nucleons should 

be considered. 

.· 

• 

• 
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.. Another interesting feature is the step-like behaviour of the mass-
. ., 

energy curves. If a smooth curve were fitted to the ground state energies, 

odd-neutron isotopes would lie below the curve and even-neutron isotopes 

above it. This beha vi all' could be explained by a rela ti v~ weakening of the 

pairing effect between neutrons when the closed shell configuration is 

approached. A similar behaviour of proton's can explain the apparent "pairing" 

.of the curves of different elements.· For a constant neutron nu.f!lber the steps 

between bismuth and polonium, astatine and emanation, and franciu.f!l and radiu.f!l 

would then be smaller than those between poloniu.f!l and astatine, emanation and 

franciu.'Il, and radiu.'Il and ?-ctiniu.f!l. 
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. Table 1 
'. :' 

· Alpha energy standards used in the calibrations 

• Isotope Alpha energy (MeV) Ref. Isotope. Alpha· energy (MeV) Ref. 

212_Po 8. 7854 [8] 212Bi 6.0898 .[8] 

215p
0 7· 3841 [8] 212Bi 6.0506 [8] 

219Em 6.8176 [8] 224 ' Ra 5 .. 6840 [9] 

216Po 6. 7772 [9] 223Ra 5.6053 [8] 

211Bi 6.6222 [8] 228Th 5.424 * ·[10] 

220Em 6.2884 [9] 228Th * [10] - 5.341 

* 224Ra = Energy given in [10] corrected to .fit 5.6840 MeV [9]. 
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Table 2 

Astatine results obtained in this work compared _with those of Hof:( et al. 2 ) 

Isotope· This work · Hoff et al. 

Alpha energy _(MeV) . Half life Alpha energy (MeV) Half life 

196At 7-055±0.007 0.3±0.1 sec 

197At 6.957±0.005 0.4±0.1 sec 

198m At 6.847±0.005 1. 5±0~ 3 sec 

198At 6.747±0.005 4.9±0.5 sec 

199At 6.638±0.005 7.2±0.5 sec 

200m At 6.536±0.005 4.3±0.3 sec 
) 

200At 6.463±0.005 42 ±2 sec ·6.465±0.011 0.9±0.2 min 

200A~ 6.412±0.005 42 ±2 sec 6.412±0.009 0.9±0.2 min 

201At 6.342±0.003 90 ±4 sec 6.342±0.006 l. 5±0.1 min 

202~t 6.226±0.003 2.6±0.3 6. 227±0. 003 * * min 3.0±0.2 min 

202At 6.133±0.003 6.133±0.002 *' * 3.0±0. 3 min 3-0±0.2 min 

203At 6.086±0.003 . '6. 085±0. 001. 7.4±0.3 min 

204At 5-947±0.003 5-948±0.003 9-3±0.2 min 

* 202 Both groups attributed to · At ground state. 

• 
h 

' 
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-Isotope 

193p
0 

194p
0 

195mp0 

195p0 

196Po 

197mp
0 
~ 

197p0 

198 / Po 

199mp0 

i99p0 

200Po 

20lrnp
0 

201Po 

202Po 

·"'· 

. '· 
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Table 3 

Poloniu.rn alpha energies obtained in this work compared 
with those report-ed previously 

Alpha energy (~1eV) 

This '1-lork Siivola3) Tielsch4) . 5 
Brun et aJ. ) Hoff; 2 et a J. ) 

...... · 7.00 .. 

6.845 ± 0.007 6.85 

6.698 ± 0.005 6.72 

6.608 ± 0.005 6.63 

6.517 ± 0.005 6.53 

6.378 ± 0.005 6.39 6.37 ± 0.03 

"6.280 ± 0.005 6.30 6.27 ± 0.03 

6.178. ± 0.005 6.18 . 6.16 ± 0.02 

'6.053 ± 0.005 6.05 6.04 ± 0~01 

5-950 ± 0.008 6.06 5-95 5-93 0.02 

5.860 ± .0.003 5.86 5.85 5.85 0.01 5.860 ± 0.006 

5· 780 ± .0.005 5·77 5.77 0.01 5· 780 ± 0.007 

5·677 ± 0.005 5.67 5.67 0.01 \ 5.674 ± 0.009 

5·578 ± 0.005 5.57 5-57 5.580 ± 0.010 

' 
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. Tabie· 4 

Present bismuth results compared with those of Sfiv61a.
12 ) 

Present work sr:t:vo:r.a 

Ass ign.'llent Alpha energy Half life Isotope Alpha energy Half life 
~fig .. 7) (MeV) {MeV) 

190Bi 6.46 ? 

191~. 
. ~ 6.90 ? 

190Bi 194B. or ~ 6.305 ± 0.005 14 ± 2 sec 19l_Bi 6.33 15.4 sec 

19~i or 195Bi 6.050 ± 0.005 38 ± 5 sec 192Bi 6.07 48 sec 

193B. 
. ~ 6.50 3.2 sec 

192B.' 
~ or 1~6Bi 5.892 ± 0;005 74 ± 5 sec 193Bi '5-91 60 sec 

194Bi 5.61. 85 sec 

19~i or 195Bi 
~ 

195~i ' 6.100 ± 0.005 55 ± 10 sec 6.13 85 sec'; 

195Bi 5.42 2.5 min 

.. 

.. 

"'· '' 
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" 5 Table 
L 
!· 

Half lives obtained for 6.133 and 6.226 MeV alpha peaks in a fev7 measurements 

Half life (min2 Reaction Ion beam energy 

6.133 MeV 6.226 MeV 

1 3·3 2.8 187R e + 20Ne 108 MeV 

2 3.1 2.6 187 
Re + 

20 
Ne 116 MeV 

3 2.7 2.4 197Au + 160 162 MeV 

4 29 2.7 187 · Re + 
20 . 

, Ne 108 MeV 

5 3.0 2.5 197A U+ 160 162 MeV 

6 3.0 2.6 }9~u + 160 162 MeV 
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·. . Figure CaptLons 

Fig. l. Schematic diagram of the on-line apparatus. 

Fig. 2. Alpha spectrlli~ obtained at full energy neon beam. 

Fig. 3· Alpha spectra showing the lightest astatine isotopes and their 

polonium daue;hters. 

Fig. 4. Alpha spectrum obtained at 124.MeV neon beam. 

Fig. 5. Excitation functions of the'astatine isotopes. 

Fig. / o. 197 200 Excitation functions of At through At and their polonium daughters. 

Fig. 7. Excitation functions of the lightest astati~e, polonium and bismuth 

· isotopes. 

Fig. 8. Alpha energy versus neutron number for different elements in the area 

below 126 neutron shell and above 82 proton shell. The solid circles 

indicate energies assigned to ground state alpha decay. The crosses 

represent alpha energies assigned to isomeric states.. The open circles 

are alpha transitions to excited levels at the daughter nuclei (alpha 

fine structure). Dashed curves refer to assignments considered uncer-

tain by the authors. The lightest three franciu.rn values are from 

dataJ soon to be published. 

L 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or empl0yee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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